The beginning of the meeting included all of the Season 4 Contingency Group members reviewing the purpose of the contingency groups, as well as limitations that will most likely guide some of the decisions ahead. Those limitations include gathering sizes, health protocols, financial limitations and possibly travel limitations.

One idea that was presented included more of a team tournament like format if there was a need for a more regional model for competitions to occur. A format was reviewed and some points of the discussion that came up included the restrictions for large gatherings, the venue availability in June for events and travel that may need to happen even in a regional model especially for our 4A/3A/2A/1A teams. We will continue to explore whether or not a team tournament would be better if we are in a regional competition format.

We also discussed some considerations for both practice and competition environments with COVID restrictions being thought of. These considerations included mask requirements, sharing balls, warm ups, spectator protocols, traveling guidelines and competition guidelines.

Future Meetings:

- Tentatively November 5, 2020